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Abstract 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 brought with it significant changes within Cuban 

institutions and the country’s outlook on the future. The period following the collapse of Cuba’s 

primary trading partner was euphemistically called the “Special Period in times of peace,” as this 

period was characterized by the negative effects it had on social programs and people’s 

livelihoods. As a result the Cuban government began to allow for more capitalistic practices, 

which brought about many new challenges including an increase in inequality. A literary boom 

that took place during the “Special Period” has offered a critique of the government for the way 

in which it has failed to follow through on its promises. A common trope that has emerged out of 

this literature is the abandonment of the child through lack of support from Cuba’s main 

institutions, especially education as well as growing inequalities that threaten the child’s future. 

This portrayal of the abandonment of Cuba’s children has appeared alongside a growth in 

inequality within Cuba that feeds into the further separation of the youngest generation from the 

pre-Soviet way of life. Through analysis of texts produced in the post-Soviet period: Conducta 

(2014) by directed Ernesto Daranas, Todos se van (2007) written by Wendy Guerra, Suitehabana 

(2003) directed by Fernando Pérez and Habanastation (2011) directed by Ian Padrón, which 

function as case studies of a broader trend, it is shown how the abandonment of children in the 

post-Soviet period represent anxiety for the future of Cuba.   

Introduction 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 had a disastrous impact on Cuba’s economy and 

institutions, leading to the economic crisis of the 1990s that has been euphemistically called 

“The Special Period in Times of Peace.” In the midst of this Special Period a boom in literary 

and cultural production emerged within Cuba. This literary production was termed el nuevo 
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boom cubano [new Cuban boom] and referred to a rapid production of fictional work by Cuban 

authors in contrast with earlier years (Boughton 10). El nuevo boom cubano made way for critics 

to analyze why this writing had come about in such a quick fashion and what significance it held 

in the post-Soviet experience. These works have been scrutinized for their meaning and 

investigated by many authors.  

Critics of post-Soviet Cuban literature have highlighted the ways in which authors have 

demonstrated a disillusionment with Cuban institutions since the break-up of the Soviet Union. 

The disillusionment of the Cuban population with the government is a general theme seen 

throughout many of the texts produced during this period (Loss). Other critics have touched on 

this same disillusionment in respect to the institutions of Cuba and emphasized the lack of 

direction taken by the government and it’s institutions in compensating for the economic 

downturn (Birkenmaier and Whitfield). In addition, critics have analyzed the anxieties worked 

out in the literature as a representation of fear for the future (Casamayor). I aim to further add to 

this analysis while viewing the representation of the child in post-Soviet literature as a 

representation of the future welfare of the island as a whole.  

I argue that post-Soviet literature and film often addresses the destabilization of the 

Revolution’s institutions as well as anxieties about the future of the nation through the figure of 

the child. This is explored through representations of the child’s abandonment and early 

maturation due to lack of community, family and institutional support in the post-Soviet context. 

These representations of loss express disillusionment with the Castro government following the 

capitalist reforms of the last fifteen years and the government’s perceived failure to address 

issues of inequality and poverty. The unease represented through the eyes of the child provides a 

reflective view of the aging population of Cuba due to the abandonment of youth, who generally 
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flee Cuba in search of a more supportive infrastructure. These representations of youth are 

coupled with an emphasis on a stagnant elderly population, thus further communicating anxieties 

that the future is bleak. While many of these texts present a bleak future for the child 

protagonists, thus leaving the reader/viewers with a sense of hopelessness for Cuba’s future, the 

texts that do attempt to present an alternative vision of hope call for a return to the Revolution’s 

ideals but do not address contemporary issues facing the country, such as inequality.  

I will examine a combination of critically acclaimed films and a literary text that have 

been apart of el nuevo boom cubano as case studies for my larger argument. These films and 

literary text have gained the attention of the international community for their critical view of 

Cuban institutions. In the film Habanastation (2011) directed by Ian Padrón, inequality and the 

abandonment of the child are the primary themes. The film depicts two boys from vastly 

different backgrounds created by the growing inequality on the island who come together to 

learn from each other while demonstrating the institutional breakdown. Conducta (2014) directed 

by Ernesto Daranas, presents a young boy struggling against the early maturation that is forced 

upon him as he is not supported by any of his surrounding institutions. Chala the main character 

of the film lacks support from his family and receives no help at school where he is punished for 

his behavior. The film Suitehabana (2003) directed by Fernando Pérez, especially highlights the 

anxieties for the future due to the extreme lack of representation of children throughout the film 

and the high percentage of elderly Cubans. Finally, in Todos se Van (2007) written by Wendy 

Guerra, the abandonment is expressed through a young girl, Nieve, who is forced to stay in Cuba 

even as all the people surrounding her leave.  

Soviet and Post-Soviet Context 
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In order to understand the post-Soviet Cuban context to which these texts respond, we 

must first look back at the history of Cuba during the Soviet period. During the decades that 

Cuba and the Soviet Union held a strong bond Cuba became very dependent on the Soviet Union 

as a trading partner. This relationship fluctuated and eventually fell apart with the break-up of the 

Soviet Union. Relations date back to the 1959 Cuban Revolution led by Fidel Castro. Prior to 

this revolution a dictatorial regime led by Fulgencio Batista had been in place. Under Batista, 

Cuba had support from the United States and traded almost exclusively with the United States.  

The revolutionary forces had support from the Soviet government while the U.S. supported the 

Batista government. In the immediate wake of the revolutionary forces’ victory in 1959 the 

Soviet Union had little change in their policies towards Cuba. However as U.S.-Cuban relations 

continually deteriorated the Soviet Union backed the new government increasingly. 

 The economic benefits for Cuba began in 1959 when the Soviet Bloc began to buy Cuban 

sugar and in early 1960 a trade agreement was signed between the two governments in which the 

Soviet Union promised to buy Cuban sugar and to provide them with inexpensive loans and 

technical assistance into the future. As Cuba-U.S. relations broke down it was a crucial move for 

Cuba to establish close relations with the Soviet Union. In 1970 a historic task was assigned to 

Cuba, to have a harvest that yielded ten million tons of sugar. However, the country fell short of 

its goal and the subsequent forgiveness of the failure to meet the trade demand from the Soviet 

Union only strengthened the ties between the two countries. As the newly established 

government fought hard to end American imperialism on the island the Soviet Union picked up 

quickly where they left off in terms of dependency and pseudo-colonialism.  

 Immediate cultural, technological, economic and military transfer took place; many 

young Cubans were sent to the Soviet Union t train militarily. Thousands of students traveled to 
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the Soviet Union each year to study and professionals flocked there to master their studies. This 

type of cultural exchange created a generation that felt at home in the Soviet Union and who 

would have a special nostalgia for it once the break-up occurred. They also lived in a reality 

painted by what would be coined “Socialist Utopia.” This “Socialist Utopia” represented the 

progress that Cuba was making in terms of bringing housing to the rural areas, sending youth 

away to school in the Soviet Union, increased access to economic funds for the government and 

on many other visible fronts. However, it was a false utopia because the false sense of security 

came predominantly from favored trade with the Soviet Union and not from the Revolution 

itself. The Soviet Union invested millions of dollars in building oil refineries on the island in 

order to further bolster their economy and make the valuable trade asset, making it hard to deny 

the dependent nature of the relationship with them on any grounds. 

 Towards the end of the close relations between the two countries Cuba began to 

challenge Soviet policies such as the Soviet Union’s coined perestroika and glasnost efforts. 

This was an effort by the Soviet Union to rework their economic system in order to become more 

competitive with capitalist countries in Western Europe and the United States and to create more 

open, transparent institutions. Fidel Castro publicly disagreed with this policy but remained 

cordial and offered only passive opposition in the form of ordering the return of 10,000 Cuban 

workers throughout the Soviet Bloc. 

 The Soviet Union’s influence affected far-ranging parts of Cuban society including: 

cuisine, art, literature, architecture styles, popular culture, education and military command 

structures. With such an influential position is it easy to see not only how Cuba was deemed a 

satellite of the Soviet Union but also how when the graft of Soviet culture on Cuba came and left 

so abruptly there was nothing left (Loss). 
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 The break-up of the Soviet Bloc left Cuba in disarray, the country that bought the bulk of 

their exports and provided them with inexpensive resources was suddenly lost. Ninety percent of 

Cuban imports disappeared and Cuba’s primary export, sugar was no longer as valuable to their 

economy, resulting in what was coined the “Special Period in Times of Peace” by the Cuban 

government and what is commonly referred to simply as the “Special Period.” This term is 

generally in quotations because of the controversial nature of the time and the burdens that were 

placed on the Cuban population and so as not to reaffirm the reactionary action taken by the 

government. The timeline of this period is highly contested and it is unclear whether or not there 

is a defined ending to the “Special Period” or whether it is still a reality for Cubans. The “Special 

Period” challenged the government of Cuba to find quick fixes for the economy in order to 

support an entire struggling population.  

 It was a time when the Cuban government enforced stricter food rationing and there was 

still not enough food to feed the population. This produced a general environment of 

disillusionment, because the Castro government could no longer provide fully for its citizens. For 

the first time in twenty-five years people took to the streets in protest. In 1994, in order to 

appease the Cuban population the government did not try and restrict people from floating to the 

United States on homemade rafts, and many of them were turned back by U.S. coast guards. This 

was also the time when capitalism began to appear within Cuban society; people were permitted 

to begin small businesses such as restaurants. The widely used black market currency, the U.S. 

dollar (USD), was legalized in Cuba in order to make trade relations easier and to promote 

tourism. With the legalization of the USD came the emergence of higher inequality and 

recognition of this by many Cubans, citizens with access to the dollar through tourism and 

remittances became well-off while those who did not have access were left behind. As the 
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framework of the country began to evolve after the fall of the Soviet Union so did the way in 

which Cubans viewed their government and its efficiency. Much of this evolution weighed 

heavily on the young generation who was raised during the “Special Period” and only knew 

either an ineffective or unsupportive Cuban government. 

 From the “Special Period in a Time of Peace” emerged policies unheard of in Cuba 

several years before. The economy began to open up to private funding and liberalize to become 

more in line with many capitalist economies. While many Cuban citizens continued to struggle 

and to look to their government for support much of the international world applauded the Cuban 

government for many of the new policies that were enacted.  

 Relations within Cuba since the end of the Soviet Union friendship have been tense and 

the country continually looks for new ways to be self-supportive. Many industries have begun to 

flourish while others were hard hit. The government took a subsistence angle at tackling hunger 

and the demand for production. The government promoted policies that encouraged city-dwellers 

to flock to rural areas in order to establish farms to provide internally for its citizens; the city-

dwellers also began to be involved in food production with urban organoponicos, or urban, local 

gardens. Havana residents were forced to become inventive when a housing shortage coupled 

with a lack of resources to appease this shortage became reality. The country began to draw on 

tourist money and invest in the renovation of hotels and parts of Havana. This tourist money is 

one of the propellants of the increasing inequality emerging in Cuba.  

 As inequalities heighten, citizens are socially aware of a changing country and many of 

these citizens are being left behind and are given little solace in an evolving economy. These 

citizens who are on the lower end of the emerging inequality are subject to many of the same 
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conditions that existed in the pre-liberalization of the economy. With this we see a loss of faith in 

institutions and a mistrust in the older generations ability to care for a ‘new Cuba.’  

 Critics of post-Soviet literature and film have tended to focus on a general 

disillusionment with post-Soviet Cuba and its institutions and the abandonment felt by the Cuban 

population. Jacqueline Loss, one of the most prominent critics of post-Soviet literature, 

highlights the reminiscence for Soviet times that is often depicted in literature and the ways that 

authors today express uneasiness with the present conditions. In her book Caviar with Rum 

Cuba-USSR and the Post-Soviet Experience (2012) she explains that the graft of Soviet culture 

on Cuba came and left so abruptly that when it was gone Cuba was left with nothing. Cristina 

García further develops the argument presented by Loss in the introduction to her book 

Cubanísimo!: The Vintage Book of Contemporary Cuban Literature (2003) by highlighting the 

strange nostalgia that many Cubans feel for Soviet culture.  

Odette Casamayor uses a different approach to analyze the post-Soviet condition: in 

“Floating in the Void: Ethical Weightlessness in Post-Soviet Cuba Narrative” (2012), she 

explains that Cuba is in a stagnant stage of its history. She depicts the loss of the relationship 

with the Soviet Union as something that stranded Cuba in terms of ‘forward progress’ and argues 

that Cubans took on an inward focus that left them without direction. Other critics further 

develop this argument by offering three stages of Cuban advancement. There are three general 

stages characterizing Havana and currently residents are lost in the now, without direction from 

institutions. Finally, Jacqueline Loss and Esther Whitfield team up in New Short Fictions from 

Cuba (2007) in order to express the increasing inequalities that characterize many of the changes 

that have occurred in the post-Soviet time. My study starts a new conversation within the already 

established body of work by examining how through the role of the child we can bring this 
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discussion into the future. As it is discovered what the role of the child is designed to tell depict, 

it is understood that the different directors and writers attempt to make a predictions for the 

future. Through the role of the child it continues anxieties continue to be seen in particular for 

the future expressed for a generation who has only been witness to broken institutions. 

Abandonment and Youth in Post-Soviet Cuba 

The institutional breakdown of post-Soviet Cuba is a common theme of modern-day literature. 

Many authors tend to depict this breakdown through the newest generation, Cuba’s youth. As 

they do this they address major issues such as inequality in Cuban society and the lack of proper 

resources to fight poverty. I present the depiction of youth as a characterization of the feeling of 

abandonment that many Cubans feel. Fears for the future are also expressed through the 

representation of the child in post-Soviet literature. Several authors attempt to present hopeful 

futures but still their stories are riddled with shortcomings of the Cuban government and 

apprehension for the future. In this next section, I will analyze film and literature produced from 

the post-Soviet experience and demonstrate how these pieces of cultural production have 

contributed to a sense of abandonment. By beginning my analysis with the most recent film 

Conducta I examine the complete abandonment in particular with relation to the institutions, that 

Chala the main character feels and how this conversation has been relevant throughout the post-

Soviet period.  

Conducta, a film produced in 2014 was written and directed by Cuban director, Ernesto 

Daranas. This film won several awards at various film festivals including the Golden Pre-

Columbian Circle award at the Bogotá Film Festival (2014) and the award for best actor at the 

Havana Film Festival (2014) for the main character Chala played by Armando Valdes Freire. 

The film depicts a young boy who is forced to mature early because of his abandonment and lack 
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of institutional support. It is important to note that this film was released in 2014, more than a 

decade after the initial break-up of the Soviet Union, something crucial to note in the continued 

conversation of abandonment of the current generation helping to bring my argument into 

conversation today.  

 Conducta opens to a scene where Chala, the main character, an 11-year-old boy, is taking 

care of his home prior to leaving for school. His mother is addicted to drugs and alcohol and is 

not capable of taking care of Chala, and so the burden is placed on him to care for himself. 

Chala’s father is not introduced, and the only father figured presented earns his money by 

fighting dogs. His abandonment stems from several causes and leads to problems for him later. 

His mother is a representation of the lack of institutional support that has occurred in the post-

Soviet period; her alcoholism, drug addiction and lack of formal job all contribute to the 

abandonment of Chala as he is forced to mature early. He earns money by raising doves and 

through taking care of the dogs that are set to fight and he continuously hides his mother’s pills 

and alcohol in attempts to help her. Another point of abandonment by institutions is through his 

school, where most of the staff have labeled him a problem child and expressed a desire to send 

him to behavioral school. They fail to take into account the situation in which he livesand what 

implications sending him to behavioral school might have for him in the future.  

 Carmela, Chala’s teacher is the closest thing to family that Chala has. She is the only one 

who has fought for him to stay at his regular school and checks up on him at his home 

occasionally. Carmela had been Chala’s teacher for several years and knows the truth about his 

situation and that when he acts out that it is not because he is a fundamentally bad child who 

needs to go to behavioral school. She constantly fights for him to stay at her school and tries to 

enlighten the other staff of his situation and the lack of institutional family support available to 
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him. However, when Carmela grows ill there is no longer anyone to fight for Chala and he is sent 

to escuela conducta (behavioral school). This is a great representation of the fading institutions 

and the ways in which institutions are no longer supportive. The new staff is at odds with the old 

staff (Carmela): new less supportive institutions are taking over the older institutions. Carmela is 

the representation of the Revolution that made education for all one of its top priorities as 

witnessed through la campaña de alfabetización [the literacy campaign of 1961] that helped 

contribute to 99% of Cuba’s population becoming literate and increased school enrollment rates. 

Furthermore, on the first day at escuela conducta Chala gets into a fight with another boy over a 

soccer game, something uncharacteristic of him and something that further contributes to the 

point of view of Carmela, that Chala does not belong there. When Carmela returns she briefly 

has her way and Chala is permitted to come back to his regular school. This however is short 

lived as the constant meetings and disagreements with her fellow staff tire her in her already 

fragile state. 

 Throughout the film, there is a narrative presented by Carmela, one that she completes in 

her resignation addressed to her colleagues. At one point she says that Chala has been in her 

classroom for his whole life and before, life was clearer and she knew how to prepare a student 

but now the only clear thing, is that she should not prepare them. This is an incredibly powerful 

statement coming from someone who dedicated her life to teaching children and enriching them 

for their futures. In her retirement is the sentiment that the older more supportive institutions 

have completely been done away with and the new institutions have taken over. The first agenda 

item that the staff discusses after she leaves is Chala’s case, which, without the support of 

Carmela will undoubtedly result in him being sent to escuela conducta.  
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 The film addresses many of the inequities that face children in Cuba in the post-Soviet 

period. Chala does not have the same opportunities afforded to him as should a child of his age 

by nature of his mother’s lack of support. As time passes and Cuba moves on from the Soviet-

period, the inequality and new capitalistic laws are becoming more institutionalized and children 

of this generation have less support. Conducta is among the films that attempts to promote a 

view of hope for the future through the support given by Carmela however this support 

ultimately fails as Carmela is replaced by an unsupportive institution that takes away Chala’s 

future. This complete abandonment felt by Chala is represented in my next study Todos se van as 

well, Todos se van epitomizes abandonment and the failure of institutions and ultimately leaves 

its readers with a complete sense of hopelessness for the future of Cuba.  

Todos se van (2006) was written by Wendy Guerra and is the only novel that I will 

examine out of the case studies. Todos se van was awarded the Editorial Bruguera prize in 2006 

and launched Wendy Guerra’s career into the international spotlight. This text offers up the 

bleakest view of Cuban abandonment that I have encountered. The novel follows the childhood 

of Nieve, a young Cuban girl who is forced to mature early and lead a life without institutional 

support. Although it was written in the post-Soviet period it takes place from 1978-1990, tracing 

some of the problems of abandonment and disillusionment with institutions further back onto the 

Soviet period. The novel was recently adapted into a film demonstrating that it is still relevant in 

the Cuban narrative today.  

An important feature of the text is that despite it being written in the post-Soviet period, 

by setting it in Soviet period Cuba Wendy Guerra is implicitly arguing that some of these 

conditions existed before the collapse of the Soviet Union. Nieve’s experiences leading up to the 

years of the Soviet Union’s break-up indicates that abandonment is not a quality unique to the 
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post-Soviet Cuban experience. As readers, we know that by staying on the island Nieve will only 

have more hardship to endure through the early nineties. By choosing these years as her 

backdrop Wendy Guerra offers a view that institutional breakdown and abandonment began prior 

to the breakup of the Soviet Union and as we know were only exacerbated in the “Special 

Period.” The recent adaptation of this novel into a film has emphasized its continued importance 

in the discussion of child abandonment and institutional breakdown.  

The novel is structured in the format of Nieve’s diary and is broken up into two parts: her 

childhood and her teenage years. In her diary she expresses her innermost thoughts and even 

from the earliest age never appears to have the mind of a child. Much of this comes from the 

situation that she was raised in that she forced her to care for herself. Nieve is raised in 

household of divorced parents where neither of them provide complete support in raising her. 

Nieve’s father is an alcoholic and is abusive towards her and her mother. Her mother is an artist 

who does not align herself with much of the revolutionary thought, she depends highly on each 

husband she has and finds herself in despair as each of them leave. Subsequently, Nieve’s 

mother does not provide the kind of support that Nieve seeks. She feels the sense of 

abandonment from the beginning in that she does not have supportive parents or family 

surrounding her, the abandonment only compiles when all stable figures in her life find a way to 

leave Cuba leaving Nieve behind.  

The first page starts off extremely powerfully with Nieve writing, “I don’t know exactly 

when I decided to stop being a child. I’ve paid a high price, growing up all alone while everyone 

else left the island. They abandoned me, one after the other. These days, I can’t be like just any 

other woman, because I don’t belong to this world. The survival tools I was given are 
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useless…”1 (Guerra 9) According to the narrator, this was written as a reflective view on the 

events that have taken place in her life after rereading her diary that follows. Her first incidence 

of abandonment was only temporary but occurred when her mother was sent to the war in 

Angola as a nurse for several months. From there exist many other instances of abandonment 

including by her stepfather, Fausto, her father and her first love, Osvaldo. Nieve is constantly 

surrounded by people who are given permission to leave the island and in the wake of this she 

continues to be denied permission to leave.  

An important institutional failure in the book is the awarding of temporary custody of 

Nieve to her father for a period of two years. Despite pleas from both Nieve and her stepfather, 

the government grants partial custody of Nieve to her father. Since her father and mother live 

very far away from each other it is decided that Nieve will live with her father for two years 

consecutively. This is a failure on the part of institutions because they place a young child 

directly in harms way by forcing her to live with her father. During this time her father 

repeatedly beats her and neglects to feed her; he often does not return to their home for several 

days when he does he is drunk. During this time, the reader witnesses the continued failure on 

the part of institutions to correct this action as Nieve rarely shows up to school and when she 

does she is badly bruised, evidence of her routine abuse. The only asylum available to Nieve is 

one of her classmate’s mothers, who infrequently is able to feed and house Nieve during this 

time. Even when Nieve’s mother comes to visit and witnesses the abuse she is receiving she 

refuses to bring her back to Cienfuegos. Despite the visits from her mother and the highly visible 

dangerous situation Nieve is in, it is not an institution that ultimately comes to her rescue. After a 

                                                
1 “No sé en qué momento se me ocurrió dejar de ser niña. He pagado un precio muy alto por 
crecer sola mientras todos se marchaban de la isla. Me fueron abandonado poco a poco: hoy no 
puedo comportarme como una mujer común, estoy fuera del mundo. Las herramientas que me 
dieron no me sirven…” (Guerra 9) 
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particularly brutal beating Nieve escapes with the help of her generous classmate’s mother prior 

to the two-year time commitment elapsing. This utter failure by all of the formal institutions 

around Nieve in place to protect her against the constant fear and harm caused by her father 

communicates a sense of the abandonment felt by children in the post-Soviet period.  

When Nieve is able to return to Cienfuegos where her mother lives her situation only 

worsens. Nieve’s mother claims that she is no longer allowed to live with her and Nieve is sent 

to military school, something she decides that she fundamentally disagrees with based on their 

blanket training of everyone to use a weapon and no thought given to individuality. As she grows 

older she continues to realize that she will not be given any increased support from her family or 

institutions and that her continued hope to leave the island will be quashed at every turn. Long 

after Fausto leaves the island Neive’s mother regains contact with him and makes an attempt to 

reunite with him in Sweden. Her mother promises to take her away from the island to reunite 

with Fausto only to discover that because of governmental safeguards she cannot leave without 

the permission of her abusive father who they later find out was able to leave and live in the 

United States.  

Todos se van is indicative of the sentiment in Cuba today about leaving the island and 

about the abandonment of Cubans by governmental institutions. The breakdown of institutions 

along with other factors including the growing inequalities within the country continue to 

exacerbate many peoples desire to leave. This novel works in collaboration with other texts to 

illuminate a trend of leaving the island and lack of hope for the future for those children who do 

stay; this sentiment is furthered in the film Suite Habana, which I will discuss next.  

A Dull Silver Lining 
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In the film Suite Habana (2003) fear for the future is implicitly expressed by the few 

representations of the child that are offered throughout. Suite Habana was directed by Fernándo 

Perez, a Cuban director who has directed several other notable films including, La Vida es silbar 

(1998) and Madagascar (1995). The film was critically acclaimed and was nominated for 

twenty-seven awards of which it won twenty throughout nine film festivals. Among these awards 

are the Kikito Critics Prize at the Gramado Film Festival (2004) and Best Director at the Havana 

Film Festival (2003). The film has received internal and external praise for its thought-provoking 

nature and its openness to a vast array of interpretations. Several authors have chosen to analyze 

the film for its complex themes that present many takes on what the film is trying to convey. 

Among these authors are Cynthia Tompkins who also comments on the abandonment of the 

child seen through the film and Salvador Salazaar Navaro who focuses on the pessimistic view 

of the future that the film portrays. Suite Habana is the earliest production of the case studies that 

I will analyze, which is important to keep in mind as the director was the nearest to the early 

deprivation caused by the dissolution of the Soviet Union.  

Suite Habana ultimately centers on the idea of dreams and that some dreams are possible 

while others face a disadvantage in the post-Soviet period. The film maps out the lives of ten 

people living in Havana during their seemingly routine activities and is a film that lacks dialogue 

or any significant plot moments. It takes place over a twenty-four hour period where the camera 

captures rather un-extraordinary moments in each person’s life; the ten people are depicted as 

equals and as having solidarity in their poverty and in the mundane manner in their day-to-day 

lives. In the final scene of the film the characters dreams are displayed as text for the viewers to 

better understand the thoughts and ideals of these people. The main population of the movie is 
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comprised of elderly Cubans leaving room for only several images of youth to be depicted. The 

young generation that is portrayed offers multiple anxieties about the future of Cuba.  

The lack of children represented throughout the film expresses concerns for the future of 

Cuba: it demonstrates almost a lack of future for the country. If children represent the future then 

what does a lack of children represent? The absence of something so integral to progress 

threatens Cuba in the future. Subsequently, the aging population that comprises the majority of 

the films’ cast is representative of the fears for what will happen when this aging population 

eventually passes on. With little prospect for a revived Cuba in the future the director attempts to 

demonstrate the bleakness that threatens the country.  

The loss of institutional support is demonstrated through the focus on the elderly 

generation not only in that they constitute the majority of the cast but also in the depictions of 

infrastructural innovation. The focus of the cemeteries works in conjunction with the massive 

representation of the aging population in order to demonstrate a shifting focus of Cuban 

institutions. The representations of institutions or again lack of representation of some 

institutions is important to note in the context of post-Soviet Cuba. There are few advances made 

throughout the film and few illusions to Cuban institutions. The infrastructural development at 

the cemetery is important to note as it denotes what aspects of Cuba’s institutions the 

government has chosen to focus on. By focusing on the construction and maintenance of 

cemeteries in the film, it shows a lack of progress and misguided direction for the future. 

Through the focus on development for the elderly the young population has been neglected. The 

neglect for these children culminates in a pessimist demonstration of the two children who do 

appear in the film.  
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Leaving Cuba is a common alternative for people who see no opportunity in the country. 

The scene where a little boy, who plays no crucial role in the film and whose name is not 

introduced, departing from the Havana airport is essential as he is one of the only two children 

depicted in the film and he is giving up hope on the country or his future in the country. The 

recognition that migration is a common alternative is important especially in terms of 

representing childhood migration. It is crucial as it creates a paradox in that not only are children 

the future but children are giving up on the future of Cuba, which in turn means that Cuba has no 

viable future. As the films attempts to highlight the large migration that has occurred from Cuba, 

it characterizes the future or lack of future for Cuba as well. Cynthia Tompkins describes a 

similar representation of Suite Habana and its youth “Despite the differing camera angles, the 

cumulative ideological effect of the shots is to reinforce the idea of deprivation within the 

meager opportunities awaiting the child” (36). The paradox presented is important as well in 

emphasizing the lack of children portrayed in the film. 

Although the film greatly lacks representations of children throughout there is one crucial 

depiction that must be highlighted. Francisquito, a seemingly happy young boy who has the 

support of his father, grandmother and grandfather is the only child out of the ten people who are 

followed. In his case abandonment is not a major issue as he does not portray the abandonment 

felt by the main characters of the other films and text that I analyze. He attends school and has 

seemingly plentiful opportunities. All of this presents something contrary to what I argue 

however there is an important point of analysis in the representation of Francisquito. The 

important and contentious point to be made is that he is a ten-year-old boy who has Down’s 

Syndrome. This factor alone could again corroborate against my arguments, however in the 

context of the film still supports my thesis. The fact that Francisquito has Down’s Syndrome puts 
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him at a disadvantage for the future, something that the director seems to suggest is akin to all 

children in Cuba; Francisquito’s disadvantaged position functions as a metaphor for the 

disadvantage that all children growing up in post-Soviet Cuba face.  

In a scene where Francisquito and his 70-year-old grandmother are walking to school, the 

film almost dichotomizes the experiences of the old and young generations. Placing this old 

woman who has experienced much in her life next to her young grandson who may not have the 

same chances paints a vivid image of the anxieties of the aging population in Cuba. Francisquito 

will not have the same opportunities for a multiplicity of reasons; his disability is the one that is 

the most characteristic of the metaphor for children as the future of Cuba. It is important to note 

again that the majority of the ten crucial characters are over the age of 50 and so the few 

representations of youth carry much more weight. Another iteration of the dichotomy between 

young and old is through representations of infrastructural advancements or lack thereof in the 

film. The director’s choice of industry is very potent instead of industrial development he 

chooses scenes with cemetery maintenance and reparation another bleak image for the future. 

The dichotomy created through these images is one of fear for the future expressed by the older 

generation who had more opportunity available to them in Cuba and the expressive lack of 

infrastructure and progress comments on the institutions of Cuba as well. 

The closing scenes of the film attempt to present hope for the future although still do not 

resolve all of the issues that the film presents. As I mentioned before, the final scenes the film 

flash through all ten characters and display their dreams on the screen. This can be construed as 

either hopeful or again reinforcing the sadness that older Cubans hold for the future. While 

dreams generally represent the future many of the ten dreams were not concerned with their own 

future but instead revolve around the well-being of Francisquito. This is important because the 
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older generation expresses concern for the younger generation who they see to be disadvantaged 

as a whole. Subsequently, Francisquito is not given the opportunity to express his dreams for the 

future, suggesting either that he does not have dreams for the future because of his disadvantage 

or that his dreams do not matter because he is placed within a disadvantaged system. The 

illustration of the elderly populations concern for Francisquito shows that they do not have faith 

that society and Cuban institutions will be able to adequately provide for him. Furthermore that 

Francisquito is not given the opportunity to express his dreams for the future is a representation 

that the future does not have a lot in store for him; he will have a fraction of the opportunities 

that his family wishes for him. While the scenes showing the dreams of each individual attempts 

to cast an optimistic light on the film, in some respects it does the opposite.  

Throughout Suite Habana little difference has been depicted; the characters share a 

similar age group, similar class and similar lifestyles. The film widely expresses a sense of 

solidarity among Cubans that has arguably been diminished with growing inequality. Whether 

Fernando Pérez intended to incorporate themes of inequality in his film is uncertain, however 

through a sense of shared reality the film ignores growing inequity in Cuba. The characters all 

seem satisfied with their routines that do not include anything extravagant, all of the characters 

live simple lives and have just enough to provide for themselves. This emphasizes an ideal of 

Cuba that exists less and less in the post-Soviet period and is reflective of the government’s 

failure to act on growing inequality, as well. The depictions of solidarity come from the shared 

informal sector jobs in which many of these Cubans take part: however, the film glazes over the 

inequality that the informal sector has introduced into Cuba’s economy. Although the shared 

realities of the Cubans in the film might offer a sense of hope for some it is not to be overlooked 

as the reality in Cuba is no longer a shared one.  
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In sum, Suite Habana raises issues with the future through the depiction of the child and 

the lack of depiction of children. The film problematizes the institutions and support in Cuba by 

showing a migration away from the island and failing to present adequate promise of the future. 

The older generation adds to this lack of hope in their viewpoints and their demeanor towards 

Cuba. Suite Habana attempts to present a happy tone through the display of each person’s dream 

but once again falls short in presenting optimism for the future. This failure to represent a silver 

lining continues and is exacerbated through the increased inequality presented in Habanastation. 

 Habanastation, directed by Ian Padrón and released in 2011, is centered on two young 

boys who live very different realities in Habana, Cuba. This film won several awards from 

various film festivals including the Cinema-Best First Work award for the director Ian Padrón at 

the Premios ACE film festival. It has also incited much talk among the international community 

about the increasing inequity in Cuba. The chief focus of this film is to highlight the increasing 

occurrence of inequality in Cuba represented by the differing access to the dollar and differing 

treatment by institutions. The inequality also is an important product of the abandonment of 

much of the youngest generation in that the sector of this generation who lack access to the 

dollar feel the abandonment much stronger than those children who have access. This film is 

important as it deliberately depicts inequality and abandonment as part of its central themes of 

criticism in modern Cuba.  

 The significance of this film arises from the representation of two young boys who attend 

the same school but who live different realities within Habana. The contrast between the two 

boys addresses the issue of abandonment as the rich child receives more support because of his 

increased wealth. The first child, Carlos, who has been abandoned by Cuban institutions in that 

he frequently gets in trouble at school similar to Chala from Conducta, takes care of himself and 
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lives in a marginal neighborhood of Cuba, La Tinta. Mayito, who lives in Miramar the wealthiest 

neighborhood in Cuba, has no knowledge of how people live in much of Cuba. His father’s 

international music career affords his family easy access to the dollar and with that higher wages 

and a better standard of living. Carlos’s abandonment stems from his mother dying and his father 

being in jail. Through these tough times he has received no more support because of his 

disadvantaged situation and also similar to Chala in Conducta, he often earns money through 

informal activities in his neighborhood to help provide for his family. In other words, the film 

argues that market reforms in the recent post-Soviet years while adding to the abandonment of 

Carlos, only bettered the situation of Mayito.  

 Another important criticism that Ian Padrón highlights within the film is the types of 

support that both children receive. Mayito and Carlos’s school is one place that shows more 

support to Mayito whose family buys the teacher gifts and whose father is a famous musician, 

whose music the principle adores. Carlos is shown being made fun of because he has never 

played a PlayStation and then being blamed entirely for a fight although he did not begin the 

provocation. This suggests that schools are sympathizing more with the part of Cuba that is able 

to increase their wealth through access to the dollar and that people living in the marginalized 

neighborhoods do no receive as much support. While Carlos lacks educational and institutional 

support Mayito is largely inexperienced with the community outside of his nuclear family and 

has no connection with his neighborhood or friends. On the other hand, while Carlos receives 

little institutional support he has a strong network of friends and knows everyone living in his 

neighborhood. This difference is indicative of the loss of community support that has 

accompanied the post-Soviet period: while Mayito is a part of a modernizing Cuba, Carlos aligns 

more with the pre-Soviet emphasis on community. 
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 The end of the film attempts to present a sliver lining as Mayito learns the importance of 

compassion and he learns to share. In the final scene of the film, Mayito gifts Carlos his new 

PlayStation after a long day in which Carlos used all of his money to help Mayito fix his broken 

toy. The underlying issues of inequality, however, are not reconciled through Mayito’s act of 

kindness. After Mayito gives Carlos the PlayStation, he leaves La Tinta and is able to go back to 

his comfortable home in Miramar while Carlos must stay and continue to struggle to earn extra 

money for his grandmother and himself. Indicative of how some of the children in the new 

generation are being left behind and abandoned by new trends sweeping the island is a scene 

where after Mayito corrects Carlos’s pronunciation of PlayStation several times, Carlos rebuts by 

saying that Mayito is pronouncing it the way people do in the United States but they are in Cuba 

not the United States. As Mayito keeps up with new trends of the outside world, Carlos continues 

to be left behind due to his disadvantage in the face of the new Cuban market.  

 Habanastation presents one of the largest points of criticism of the Cuban government 

today: growing inequality. In a country that still stands behind socialism, many of its citizens 

along with the international community offer critique of an increasingly open market. Ian Padrón 

is criticizing this through the representation of inequality as well as expressing fear for the future 

as Mayito and Carlos represent a future filed with uncertainty that is characterized by difference.   

Looking to the Future 

The four texts that I analyze: Conducta, Todos se van, Suite Habana and Habanastation, all 

published with the post-Soviet period, culminate to show a greater trend within Cuban literature. 

The abandonment of children has grown out of the post-Soviet break-down of institutions, and 

this abandonment represents a lack of hope for the future of the children living in Cuba.  
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Conducta highlights the ways in which the institutional breakdown of education has 

affected youth and they way that new administration within institutions choose to act upon these 

changes. We see through the representation of Chala that children really have no one to fight for 

them as the older institutions phase out. Todos se van is significant because not only does it 

present a desolate view of Cuba, but it also brings the critique back before the “Special Period” 

as Wendy Guerra chose to base the book in the 1980s. Nieve is completely abandoned by all 

those around her and continues to have her heart broken as she is denied permission to leave with 

her friends and family. The silver lining films, Suite Habana and Habanastation, unfortunately 

still fall flat in their attempts to present hope for the future. Suite Habana demonstrates the 

disadvantage that young Cubans face within the new economy and Cuba in the post-Soviet 

period. Francisquito, while supported, lacks the prospects of institutional support and therefore 

lacks hope for the future. Finally, Habanastation centered around Mayito and Carlos focuses 

heavily on the inequalities that face Cuba and the increasing importance that wealth play in the 

country. Carlos faces incredible disadvantage as compared to Mayito whose family is wealthy. 

The film attempts as well to mend these inequalities but in the process does no fix the long term 

continuing problem. Through analysis it has become evident that these authors and filmmakers 

have been critical of the institutional shift that has taken place in the post-Soviet period. 

 Future studies of representation of youth in Cuban literature will continue to be important 

as any changes that occur as a result of the restored Cuban-United States relations will 

undoubtedly have effects on the social fabric of Cuba. Whether or not these authors and 

filmmakers have actually seen the future through the eyes of the child is once again being 

determined by a potentially life altering event. Despite any changes that occur it is certain that 

the generation that has already began to mature during post-Soviet Cuba will be irreversibly 
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changed for the experiences they have undergone; the abandonment from the institutions that are 

in place to support them will not soon be forgotten.  
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